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STRUCTURE AND HISTORY OF ENGLISH, I (Structure)     
Instructors:  Janet Grijzenhout (Part A) and Frans Plank (Part B) 
Tutors:  Mirjam Bezikofer, Moritz Freimut, Nicola Herrmann  
 
Winter Semester 2011-12 
 
 
COURSE OUTLINE 
 
A. English Phonetics and Phonology  
 
 
B.  English Morphology and Syntax 
 
1.  Morphology in English and in general: Parameters for morphological variation       [14 Dec] 

 
• COMPLEX words: complex LEXEMES (word formation: un-sing-able), 

(complex) WORD FORMS realising lexemes (inflection: sing-s),  
 in both cases primarily content words rather than function words. 
• Distinguishing MORPHOLOGICAL from SYNTACTIC constructions:  
 • word vs. phrase (a black BIRD – a BLACKbird, but: toy FACtory – TOY 

factory, Oxford CIRcus – OXford Street); 
 • clitics vs. affixes (The cat’s on the mat – the cat’s tail – the cat-s). 
• Parts of complex words:  roots, stems, or words plus morphological exponent,  
 with English morphology being primarily WORD-based. 
• For comparison, apropos of ANALYTIC– SYNTHETIC – POLYSYNTHETIC:   

 Vietnamese (no inflection, but word formation), Turkish, and West Greenlandic 
(“sentence-words”).  

• What English has in the way of WORD FORMATION: 
 • COMPOUNDING  
  • endocentric: kitchen table, exocentric: pickpocket, paperback;  
  •   modificational: kitchen table, coordinative: woman doctor, owner-occupier,  
   Rowntree-Mackintosh, boyfriend),  
  •   including clipping (p[e]ram[bulator]) and blending (sm[oke]/[f]og); 
  •   compound nouns, adjectives, verbs, what else? 
 • DERIVATION: suffixation, 
    prefixation, 
    infixation (abso-bloomin’-lutely, sophisti-ma-cated), 
    segmental (believe – belief, to sing a song) and  
    suprasegmental (to conVERT – a CONvert) modification, 
    suppletion (king – queen? king – king-ly/roy-al), 
    conversion (zero-derivation) (to dog, a good read), 
    back-formation (to televise, to baby-sit);  
  •  derived nouns, adjectives, verbs, what else? 
• What English has in the way of INFLECTION: 
 • Describing inflection: CATEGORIES, TERMS, EXPONENTS, DOMAINS. 
  • Tabular overview of English inflection. 
  • Exponence typology:   
   • suffixation, stem modification (umlaut, ablaut), zero, suppletion;  
   • separatist or cumulative, as in agglutinative Turkish or in flexional Latin? 
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2. Words, words, words ...:  Notions of wordhood            [21 Dec] 
 
 • phonological words:  accent, syllabification, assimilation, ...; 
 • orthographic words:  blanks, capitalisation, abbreviation, ...; 
 • morphological words:  have endings at the end; 
 • syntactic words:  are cohesive and possibly mobile, form islands; 
 • lexemes; 
 • word forms, realising a lexeme. 
 
3. Form-parts and meaning-parts of words:  Division of expressive labour     [11 Jan] 
 Th-e farm-er kill-s th-ose duck-ling-s: What KINDS of forms express what  
 KINDS of meanings (after Sapir)? 

 
 • lexical – grammatical,  
 • derivational – inflectional, 
 • concrete – abstract, 
 • basic – relational. 
 
4. Allomorphy                  [18 Jan] 
 primarily exemplified from plural number and past tense: 
 
 • conditioning:   
 • semantic (e.g., Game plural), 
 • phonological,  
 • morphological,  
 • lexical (hence inflection classes); 
 • conditioned alternation:  phonological or not; 
 • typical phonological alternations in English (derivational) morphology  

(divine – divin-ity, south – south-ern, persuade – persuas-ion,  
electric – electric-ity, particle – particul-ar, autumn – autumn-al, etc.). 

 
5. The internal grammar of words – and, similarly, of phrases           [25 Jan] 
 
 • CONSTITUENCY:  word formation (like phrases and clauses) hierarchical,  
  inflection templatic; 
 • HEADS of words (phrases, clauses). 
 
6. Syntax in English and in general:  Parameters for syntactic variation           [1 Feb] 
 
 • CLASSES (by form, distribution, meaning) of words, phrases, clauses, sentences –  
  FUNCTIONS of words, phrases, clauses, sentences. 
 • What are subjects and (direct/indirect) objects, as opposed to  

(i) topics and comments, (ii) agents and patients/recipients etc.? 
 • Relational alignment:  nominative-accusative, sometimes neutral,  
  a little ergative-absolutive. 
 • Linear order of meaningful constituents:  SVO, relatively rigidly, only marginally  
  V2 (unlike German). 
 
7. Klausur                          [8 Feb] 
 
 
... something to look forward to in the summer:  SHE II 


